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6. Returns prediction 

6.1 Forecasting regression methodology 

In this section, we evaluate the return forecasting ability of different ratios. We apply 

the multi-period forecasting regression test developed by Fama and French (1988a, 

1989). In this regression, the average return over the next K periods is regressed on 

one or more explanatory variables from the current period. Consider the following 

OLS regression: 
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In Equation (6-1), 
τ+t

r  is the quarterly return in the period τ+t . 
t

X  is a 1×m row 

vector of explanatory variables (including the intercept), θ  is a m×1 vector of slope 

coefficients, K is the holding period, and 
tt

u ,τ+
 is the regression residual. 

 

We repeat these regressions for both intrinsic values under Model 1 and 2. We run two 

sets of forecasting regressions: first, Univariate regressions of stock returns on each of 

the value measures, second, multiple regressions of stock returns on all the value 

measures. The first set of regression evaluates the predictive power and credibility of 

each value measure individually. The second set of regression evaluates the predictive 

power of V/P ratios under different Models in the presence of B/P and E/P ratios. In 

our empirical research, t-ratio is adopted as predictive power of value measures. 
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6.2 Univariate Regression Results 

The specification for the Univariate forecasting regression is as follows: 
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In this specification of regression, the dependent variable is return of TSEC Taiwan 50 

Index, and X=V/P-M1, V/P-M2, B/P, and E/P ratio respectively. We have addressed 

the theoretical shortcomings of simple valuation ratios. For instance, the E/P ratio is 

calculated on the basis of current earnings regardless of the future increase of earning 

to be expected and the degree of how much a company cover the cost of capital is 

unaccounted for. The B/P ratio accounts only for the book value of equity of a 

company. It does not consider the expected profitability of the company and book 

value just reflects the historic performance of company. In contrast, the intrinsic value 

can reflect the future earnings of the company, and it can be adjusted by the change of 

the analysts’ forecasts and goodwill of the company. 

 

Thus, we expect that V/P ratio should have better predictive ability on future returns 

than B/P and E/P ratios. We also wan to verify whether the V/P ratio with 

consideration of accounting conservatism have better predictive than V/P ratio with 

no such consideration. Moreover, if the market is efficient then the stock price will 

revert to the intrinsic value when the price deviates from the value or the value 
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increases. We expect higher B/P, E/P or V/P ratio to predict higher future stock returns. 

And for all regressions, a one-side test of the null hypothesis is appropriate. 

 

Comparing V/P ratios and market index, Figure 2-1 presents V/P-M1 and TSEC 

Taiwan 50 Index over the empirical period and Figure 2-2 presents V/P-M2 and TSEC 

Taiwan 50 Index over the empirical period. We can observe the strong reverse relation 

between V/P ratios and market index with both Model 1and 2. It implies that low 

stock price creates high V/P ratio, and high price makes V/P ratio small. 

 

Comparing other simple ratios and market index, Figure 2-3 presents B/P ratio and 

TSEC Taiwan 50 Index over the empirical period and Figure 2-4 presents E/P ratio 

and TSEC Taiwan 50 Index. In Figure 2-3, we also observe the reverse relation 

between B/P ratio and market index. It is obviously that when comparing to V/P ratios, 

B/P ratio show a much more smooth trends and the volatility of B/P ratio is relatively 

small. In Figure 2-4, E/P ratio of TSEC Taiwan 50 Index does not show a clear 

relationship with TSEC Taiwan 50 Index. 

 

Table 2 summarized the outcomes of Univariate forecasting regressions. In short term 

of investment horizon, three months holding period (K=3), only V/P-M1 (V/P ratio 
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with no consideration of accounting conservatism) ratio has significantly predictive 

power of market index returns (t-ratio = 2.0117 is significant at 10 percent level). 

When using V/P-M1 as only independent variable to explain the future market index 

returns, we observe that V/P-M1 has significantly predictive power with short-to-mid 

term holding period (K=3 to 9). Especially in holding period is 9 months (K=9), 

V/P-M1 is significant at 5 percent level and has 2
R  equal 29%. Comparing to the 

V/P-M1, V/P-M2 is seen less significantly predictive to future market returns but 

V/P-M2 still have predictive power over 6 to 9 months holding period at 10 percent 

level. None of V/P ratios can predict long-term market returns for holding period of 

12 months, and their 2
R  drop dramatically from holding period of 9 months to 12 

months (from 29% to 8% in V/P-M1, and from 21% to 3% in V/P-M2). B/P ratio has 

no significant predictive power for the short-term (3 months to 6 months) market 

return and 2
R  is also small during this period. But B/P ratio has surprising 

significantly predictive power for the long-term (9 months to 12 months) market 

return. The slope coefficients of both V/P and B/P ratios are positively correlated with 

market returns, these indicate higher V/P and B/P ratios predict higher stock return in 

the future as our expectation. Unlike V/P and B/P ratios, E/P ratio is not significant at 

neither short-term nor long-term market returns and has negative slope coefficients 

with market returns. We can observe the whole distribution of predictive and 
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explaining power through Figures, Figures 3-1 and 3-2 contain the information 

comparing the predictive power and sR
2  of the main measures. Traditional B/P and 

E/P ratios have different significantly predictive and explaining power. B/P ratio has 

better predictive and explaining power of long-term holding period but less explaining 

power of short-term holding period, while E/P ratio has relative less predictive and 

explaining power of both long-term and short-term holding periods. Both V/P ratios 

have relative better predictive and explaining power of short-to-mid term holding 

periods, but both of them drop dramatically of long-term holding period (K=12). 

 

6.3 Multiple Regressions Results 

In this section, we present multivariate forecasting regression results involving all 

value measures. The multivariate regression is as follow: 
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where 
t

X  = V/P-M1, V/P-M2. Table 3 shows the results of these multivariate 

forecasting regressions. Unlike results from univariate forecasting regressions, each 

value measure has unique predictive and explaining power in different holding 

periods. 
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Table 2 

Univariate Forecasting Regressions 
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This table summarizes Univariate forecasting regression results using quarterly data from December 2002 to June 2006. The dependent variable 

in these regressions (Tai50Index/K) is the average quarterly return of next K periods on the TSEC Taiwan 50 Index. The independent variable 

)(
t

X  changes in each panel. B/P ratio refers to the book-to-price ratio on the TSEC Taiwan 50 Index. E/P ratio refers to the quarterly earnings 

yield-to-price ratio on the TSEC Taiwan 50 Index. V/P-M1 refers to the intrinsic value to price under Model 1. V/P-M2 refers to the intrinsic 

value to price under Model 2 

 

Panel A: X = V/P-M1, V/P-M2 

  X = V/P-M1  X = V/P-M2 

K  b t(b) R
2
  b t(b) R

2
 

3  0.0846  2.0112.0112.0112.0117777****    0.2373   0.0778  1.7113  0.1839  

6  0.0517  1.8271*1.8271*1.8271*1.8271*    0.2043   0.0564  1.9277*1.9277*1.9277*1.9277*    0.2223  

9  0.0494  2.3404**2.3404**2.3404**2.3404**    0.2964   0.0443  1.9042*1.9042*1.9042*1.9042*    0.2181  

12  0.0211  1.1131  0.0870   0.0135  0.6644  0.0328  

*, **, Significant at the 10-, and 5-percent levels, respectively. 
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Panel B: X = B/P ratio, E/P ratio 

  X = B/P ratio  X = E/P ratio 

K  b t(b) R
2
  b t(b) R

2
 

3  0.0851  0.4557  0.0157   -3.3631  -1.0886  0.0835  

6  0.1869  1.6599  0.1749   -1.5047  -0.7224  0.0385  

9  0.2179  2.8077**2.8077**2.8077**2.8077**    0.3775   -0.0850  -0.5093  0.0195  

12  0.1490  2.2782**2.2782**2.2782**2.2782**    0.2853   -1.6781  -1.3511  0.1231  

*, **, Significant at the 10-, and 5-percent levels, respectively. 
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Both V/P ratios are significant at 5 percent when holding period is short (K=3), and 

V/P ratios are less significant when holding period extends (K=6, 9, and 12). 

Traditional simple ratios have different trends when running multivariate forecasting 

regressions. The predictive and explaining power of B/P ratio in multivariate 

forecasting regressions is consistent with B/P ratio in univariate forecasting 

regressions, B/P ratio is significantly positively correlated with market returns in 

long-term holding period (K=9 and 12). Both V/P and B/P ratios are consistent with 

our expectation that higher value measures create higher future market returns. The 

predictive and explaining power of E/P ratio is quite different with E/P ratio in 

univariate forecasting regressions, E/P ratio is significantly negatively correlated with 

market returns in mid-to-long term period (K=6, 9, and 12). This is not consistent with 

our expectation that value measures should positively correlated with market returns, 

and this phenomenon can interpret as highly the current earning yield lower expected 

future market returns. In the perspective of efficient market, the high current earnings 

do not guarantee future earnings growth and competitive forces make excess earnings 

converge to normal level in short period. 

 

In multivariate forecasting regressions, both the R-squares ( sR
2 ) increase along with 

longer holding period (from 43% to 74% under Model 1 and from 45% to 74% under 
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Model 2). We have mentioned that the forecasting variables are correlated with each 

other, thus V/P ratios and traditional simple ratios are seen to dominate each other in 

different holding period. V/P ratios determine short-term market returns while 

traditional simple rations together determine the long-term market returns. These 

results suggest that V/P ratios are not clearly better indicators of future market returns 

than traditional simple ratios. Thus, we should consider not only one single valuation 

method when estimating future market returns. 
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Table 3 

Multiple Forecasting Regressions Involving V/P, B/P, and E/P ratios 
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This table summarized multiple forecasting regression results using quarterly data from December 2002 to June 2006. The dependent variable in 

these regressions (Tai50Index/K) is the average quarterly return of next K periods on the TSEC Taiwan 50 Index. The independent variable 

)(
t

X  changes in each panel. B/P ratio refers to the book-to-price ratio on the TSEC Taiwan 50 Index. E/P ratio refers to the quarterly earnings 

yield-to-price ratio on the TSEC Taiwan 50 Index. V/P-M1 refers to the intrinsic value to price under Model 1. V/P-M2 refers to the intrinsic 

value to price under Model 2. b, c, and d are the slope coefficients from the OLS regressions. t(b), t(c), and t(d) are the corresponding t-ratios. 

2
R  refers to the coefficient of determination from the OLS regression. 

 

Panel A: X = V/P-M1 

K  b t(b) c t(c ) d t(d) R
2
 

3  0.1074 2.2526**2.2526**2.2526**2.2526**    -0.0066 -0.0325 -5.2991 -1.7741 0.4316 

6  0.0377 1.2188 0.2092 1.5883 -3.8661 *-1.9874 0.4437 

9  0.0277 1.4602 0.2476 3.0835**3.0835**3.0835**3.0835**    -3.3324 ********----2.80962.80962.80962.8096    0.6716 

12  0.0008 0.0629 0.2462 4.4023**4.4023**4.4023**4.4023**    -3.6525 ********----4.42224.42224.42224.4222    0.7427 

*, **, Significant at the 10-, and 5-percent levels, respectively. 
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Panel B: X = V/P-M2 

K  b t(b) c t(c ) d t(d) R
2
 

3  0.1202 2.3843**2.3843**2.3843**2.3843**    0.0116 0.0602 -6.7022 *-1.9322 0.4524 

6  0.0579 1.8646*1.8646*1.8646*1.8646*    0.1876 1.579 -4.5612 ********----2.4672.4672.4672.467    0.5208 

9  0.0299 1.4695 0.2541 3.2580**3.2580**3.2580**3.2580**    -3.6807 ********----3.03343.03343.03343.0334    0.6723 

12  -0.0002 -0.0113 0.2482 4.5659**4.5659**4.5659**4.5659**    -3.6493 ********----4.31364.31364.31364.3136    0.7426 

*, **, Significant at the 10-, and 5-percent levels, respectively. 

 

 


